
 

 

Calling all theatre visual and performance design artists! 

June 16-26, 2011 

Scenofest 2011 theme: Intersections 

The Prague Quadrennial is the world’s largest event of performance design and 
space. It’s the destination for all those interested in the making and designing of 
performance. Scenofest forms a vital part of the whole event as it brings together the 
most eminent international theatre makers together with emerging artists in a feast of 
the very best of contemporary work from across the world. 

We are looking for exciting and creative artists and experts from across the fields 
of visual and performing arts to lead workshops and masterclasses to this vibrant 
international community of students and young professionals. All of the 
workshops will take place in the heart of Prague at the Theatre Academy of 
Performing Arts (DAMU). 

We invite applications from artists who want to explore the theme of Intersection; 
Intersection of disciplines within theatre and the visual arts ….of interactive live and 
virtual experiences…..with cutting edge technologies….with the local Prague 
community …. across cultural boundaries.  

All workshop proposals should be submitted to E-mail: workshops@scenofest.org 

Deadline for submission – June 30, 2010 

Selected workshop proposals will be informed by August 16, 2010 

 

What should a workshop include? 

We’d like all the workshops to offer an opportunity for; 

-          ‘hands-on’ learning 
-          discussions between the students and the artist leading the workshop 
-          exploration of how your discipline might intersect with others  

 

 



Who should apply ? 

We are looking for artists and experts to lead workshops from all areas connected to 
scenography/ performance design from sonic and visual arts to performing arts – 
scenographers/ composers/ architects/ textile designers / jewellery designers /social 
geographers / directors / sculptors/ sound designers/ lighting design and technology/ 
fine artists/ producers and creators of digital media / projections/ puppetry/ live arts / 
social media / technical theatre. 

Language All workshops will be conducted in English. 

How long is a workshop? 
 
You can propose a workshop for either one or two days in length. 

How many participants do I need to plan for? 

We expect workshop sizes to be between 15 - 20. However, if you’d like to offer it to 
a smaller group that’s still possible, especially if you were prepared to run the 
workshop more than once. All of the workshops will be taking place at the DAMU 
institute so the room sizes do constrain maximum numbers to approximately 25 per 
session. 

What about equipment and space needs? 

We shall be providing a basic lighting and sound rig in the two theatre spaces at 
DAMU. There are additional workshop spaces available but without any specialized 
equipment. We shall need to know in your proposal: 

-         the sort of specialist equipment you need 
-         what equipment (if any) that you would be able to provide yourself 
-         what space needs you have (floor area, height of space, acoustic properties 
          etc) 
-         set up time and get out time needed 

Will I be paid? 

We are able to offer an honorarium and travel and accommodation expenses for all 
workshop leaders to ensure that the students coming to Prague encounter the 
greatest diversity of professional practitioners. If you are already receiving funding 
from other sources and can waive your honorarium or expenses, this will enable us to 
offer additional support to under-represented countries. 

 


